Hayden Crawford  Energetic Healer

Hayden is a Reiki Master, Psychic Intuitive and Practitioner of Vibrational Medicine and has been assisting
people with the rebalancing of their energy centres or 'chakras' since 2001.
Utilising tools such as Australian Bush Flower Essences, Pythagorean Numerology, Psychic Channelling,
Crystals and Colour, Hayden is able to assist people to release blocked emotions and habits that are
caught up in the outer causal bodies which may cause a person a variety of mental, emotional and
physical imbalances.
He is also able to attune to the helpful guidance of loved ones in spirit during his healing consultations and
is able to accurately assess an individuals life purpose, underlying cause to their symptoms and potential
barriers to their success.
Some benefits of an energetic healing will include:
The rediscovery of your true life's purpose and direction.
Reduced anxiety, depression, guilt, grief, worry, fear, anger, jealousy, resentment, hatred and obsessive
thought patterns.
Pain relief.
Renewed enthusiasm, perseverance, endurance, inner strength and optimism.
The revitalisation of physical energy.
Heightened self love, acceptance and approval.
Enhanced intuition, psychic protection, spiritual communication and discernment.
The release of old, negative, karmic family patterns and conditioning.
Improved digestion and circulation.
Heightened self love, acceptance, compassion, unconditional love, sexual enjoyment, self confidence
and approval.
Assists with the forgiveness process.
Reduced critical and judgemental tendencies.
Improved clarity of speech and integration of information.
Enhanced creativity and intimacy.
Physical grounding, improved focus of attention and the reduction of scattered thoughts.

Chakra Rebalance/ Energetic Body Consultation (includes Numerology report & Essence)  90min  $120
Dreemtime Flower Essence (Chakra range)  $23.99 per 25ml bottle
Reiki Healing or Crystal Reiki Healing  60 minutes  $80, 30 minutes  $50
Colour Therapy Healing Session  60 minutes  $69
Psychic/Card Reading  60 minutes  $100

If you would like to make a booking or wish to talk about how Vibrational Medicine/ Chakra Rebalancing can
help you, contact Hayden on 0403 158 287, or send an email to hayden@haydencrawford.com

